
Override Answer Lists in Panels 
Background: 

In the past, we have created new LOINC codes for concepts that have the same meaning but which have 
different answer lists specified by different authorities or sources. These LOINC codes typically have 
different Methods, which signal the authority or source that created the answer list.  

Starting with the June release, we added a mechanism for specifying an override answer list for a 
particular term in the context of a specific panel. By using this mechanism, our goal is to reduce the 
number of duplicative concepts in LOINC. The new Answer List artifact contains a file with links 
between LOINCs and answer lists. In this file, we have a column for the applicable context for override 
lists.  

 

Examples of situations in which we have used the new override answer list mechanism: 

61576-5  PROMIS short form - global - version 1.1 

61577-3 In general, would you say your health is [PROMIS] 

Individual questions use this answer list: 

 

 

85524-7  PROMIS short form - global - version 1.2 

61577-3 In general, would you say your health is [PROMIS] 

Same questions and scores as in version 1.1, but the answer codes were reversed: 

 

 

Rather than create new terms for the questions, we used the same question and assigned the appropriate 
answer list for each version in the instance of the panel.  In the panel details for each version, the terms 
appear with the appropriate answer list. 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Representation in the LoincAnswerListLink file: 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

83234-5  Prior device use [CMS Assessment] 

This term is used in multiple CMS assessments but with different answer lists: 

 

 

LoincAnswerListLink representation: 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

57273-5  Plan of care includes intervention to monitor and mitigate pain [CMS Assessment] 

This term is also used in different CMS instruments with different answer lists: 

 



 

 

LoincAnswerListLink representation: 

 

 

Proposal:  

We would like to use the new override mechanism to clean up existing LOINC concepts that only differ 
in terms of their answer lists. 

Each term would be attached to an Example Answer List that generally contains the superset of answers 
used across the different answer lists, similar to the Prior device use CMS term. In the context of a given 
panel, that same term would be attached to the override Answer List specified by the organization that is 
the source of the panel. 

The duplicate codes would be deprecated and mapped to the primary code. 

We would ONLY use this mechanism when the meaning of the LOINC concept is the same across panels, 
and the types of answers in all of the lists are the same. 

Example of proposed edits: 

Patient race codes in LOINC: 

 

Current representation in LoincAnswerListLink: 

Loinc  Long AnswerListId AnswerListName AnswerList Applicable  



Number 
 

Common 
Name 

LinkType Context 
 

32624-9 Race LL2858-0 Race or Unknown EXAMPLE  
74693-3 Race 

[AHRQ] 
LL2816-8 AHRQ_PIF_3 NORMATIVE  

69855-5 Race 
[HHS.ACA 
Section 
4302] 

LL2007-4 Race - HHS Std NORMATIVE  

56091-2 Race 
[PhenX] 

LL1044-8 PhenX01_01_race NORMATIVE  

53720-9 Race 
NAPIIA 

LL613-1 CR_193 NORMATIVE  

72826-1 Race 
OMB.1997 

LL2359-9 Race OMB 1997 NORMATIVE  

 

Representation based on proposed edits: 

Loinc  
Number 

 

Long 
Common 
Name 

AnswerListId AnswerListName AnswerList 
LinkType 

Applicable  
Context 

 

32624-9 Race {new superset 
answer list} 

Race superset EXAMPLE  

32624-9 Race LL2816-8 AHRQ_PIF_3 NORMATIVE 74502-6 
32624-9 Race LL2007-4 Race - HHS Std NORMATIVE 69919-9 
32624-9 Race LL1044-8 PhenX01_01_race NORMATIVE 61129-3 
32624-9 Race LL1044-8 PhenX01_01_race NORMATIVE 62263-9 
32624-9 Race LL613-1 CR_193 NORMATIVE 49083-9   
32624-9 Race LL613-1 CR_193 NORMATIVE 59852-4 
32624-9 Race LL2359-9 Race OMB 1997 NORMATIVE 75854-0 
32624-9 Race LL2359-9 Race OMB 1997 NORMATIVE 76464-7 
32624-9 Race LL2359-9 Race OMB 1997 NORMATIVE 85057-8 
 

Representation of terms in Map_To file based on proposed edits: 

Loinc  
Number 

 

Long Common Name Status Map_To  
 

 

74693-3 Race [AHRQ] Deprecated 32624-9 Duplicate 
concept, AHRQ 
answer list is 
attached to 
32624-9 in the 
context of the 
AHRQ panel 

69855-5 Race [HHS.ACA Section 4302] Deprecated 32624-9 “ ” 
56091-2 Race [PhenX] Deprecated 32624-9 “ ” 
53720-9 Race NAPIIA Deprecated 32624-9 “ ” 
72826-1 Race OMB.1997 Deprecated 32624-9 “ ” 
 



 

 

 

 



 


